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Follow In Their Footsteps 
After graduation, you will 

4 . want to use your knowledge, : 
eee Skills and creativity in an f 

sage fae “ae. | Ofganization that will pro- an 
i ieee |_| __ vide opportunity for personal ull 

ae eae we ae growth and advancement. | \ 

a ’ “ Oscar Mayer Foods Corpora- y 
™ 4 tion, the leading meat pro- ‘ 
Pc. ‘ ann cessing company in the U.S., 
beats _ 7 b has such positions for talen- [| | 
[neyo A ted young people. We need 
ae : good engineers to develop Po , 

i 3 better production machinery, e 
a ok ' improve our maintenance ad- 2 s 

eo B | ministration, help manage ~~ Ee 
[aaa : our plants, andto work inthe | fe 

e Qe many diverse engineering pgp 
~ A jobs that are so vital to our ra) 

‘“ es company. The young engi- . A | 
ag ae neers featured on this page t ' 
: > eee, ave found rewarding careers — / 

= in keeping us No. 1 in our in- | 
‘a ‘. cee dustry. We will continue to | 

P “ My “| need good young engineers (| 
" Bi) to follow in their footsteps as 

1 he me they advance through our or- 
ye: ganization. You could be one 

| Pa of them. r* 

Pat Molitor 
P. J. Samson Plant Engineering Manager 
Plant Engineering Manager Davenport Oscar Mayer Plant 
Los Angeles Oscar Mayer Plant 

Par started with the company in 
PJ. graduated in May 1979 trom June, 1977, after obtaining a B.S. in 
the Illinois Institute of Technology with Civil Engineering from the University 
a BS. degree in Mechanical Engi- of Wisconsin. He entered our six 
neering and entered our six month month Engineering Management De- 
Engineering Management. Develop- velopment program which provides 

ment Program vow of the opperunice in te 
PJ. has held a variety of positions in Engineering Division The program 
Maintenance Administration and also points out the significant role that 
Maintenance Supervision. In addition ar the Engineering Division plays in the 
to these plant assignments, PJ. also ose overall structure of the Oscar Mayer 
works on our Corporate Engineering er Foods Corporation. 
Staff in implementing an_ in-house Ma 
designed, on-line computerized main- Pat has held various positions of 1 
tenance management system creasing responsibility in the Mainten- 

PJ.'s most recent assignment is at our Sie palnusration aad Malnienance Los Angeles alant as Plant Engineer upervision since graduating from the 

ing Manager. In this position, he is Oscar Mave Hoods Corp ‘i poorer cents tone, 
responsible for all engineering, main- eis = Recruiting Office ger at our Davenport facility, In this 
tenance and powerhouse activities at LO; Box 7188 " position, he is responsible for all engi- 
this location. Madison, Wisconsin neering, maintenance and power- 

1-608-241-6897 house activities at this location. 
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Too much emphasis on GPAs? 

e e 

Editorial by Clement Audu 

EAL NSLS A AE ST II STDP OE PSY SRY ET SE OS TELE IS STEEAS 

The goals of many students are achieving a high sure. How one responds to pressure is not indicative of 
4 GPA, getting accepted in the engineering department that person’s abilities and skills in a particular area; it 

of their choice, maintaining high GPAs through school only indicates how resistant to pressure that person is. 
and ultimately obtaining that great high- paying job Who is responsible for this emphasis on grades -- 
with a prestigious company. ; students, teachers or the administration? Students for 

The overemphasis placed on high GPAs detracts the most part can be relieved of the blame since they 
from our very purpose in enrolling in the engineering only respond to the dictates of teachers and the 
Se. ne ate here eae ie silver eee administration. They have to obtain a certain GPA to 

iUeeeneRts ond ante the course materials we learn to be accepted into the department of their choice, they real-life problems, have to maintain a satisfactory GPA to remain enrolled 

Many students are in a constant battle to raise and and ultimately they needa good grades to obtain their 
maintain their GPAs at a reasonably high level. To desired jobs. The teachers, at least some of them, agree 
achieve this, many students sacrifice learning and that grades are not a true. measure of one's skills. and 
understanding course materials for cramming nights abilities, but are quick to add that it is only the system 
before an exam only to forget the materials a little while available for them to rate, students. Moreover, the 
after the exam. They might get high grades for their administration requires grading and the professors have 
study strategies, but is that an indication of what they to comply with administration requirements. | suppose 
really know? Real knowledge and understanding is the system isto blame. oe, 
flexible, can be applied in varying situations with sound Professors can help improve the situation if they 
judgement, and very much remains with time. This is place more emphasis on class participation when 
what we should be striving for because it is the reason determining final grades, so as to take the pressure off 
we are here in the first place. If we cannot have an of exams. The administration could institute a policy 
understanding of engineering problems from an whereby each student is required to work in a company 
academic as well as from a practical perspective, then related to his/her major for at least one semester; the 

of what value will our degrees be? employer would be asked to grade the individual 
Some of you might be aware of that student in your student based on his/her performance on the job. The 

classes who always asks insightful questions, appears to combination of on-the-job and classroom grades will 
have a good understanding of what is going on, then provide a more objective rating for a student than 

engages in academic and practical debates with the classroom grades alone. If the goal of most students is 
professors and occasionally helps explain course to work in industry, should they not be graded in 
materials to you out of class. But then comes the exam conditions similar to those in which they plan to work? 
and maybe he/she gets a lower grade than you or a Performance on the job is not based on a series of one- 
grade not reflective of what he/she really knows. Then hour exams, but on insight, creativity, professional 
there are those who do well on hourly exams; some are judgement and problem-solving skills. These are the 
knowledgeable of the materials and others have simply qualities that engineering schools should strive to 
crammed. Exams, in reality, are not a true measure of promote among their students. When this is finally 
one’s abilities and skills, but simply a measure of achieved, students with more practical experience and 
exam-taking skills. People respond differently to pres- abilities will have the chance to prove themselves. 
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, Dean’s Corner 
° . 

Research funding: Where does it come from? 

by John G. Bollinger --Research is an essential part of gradu- 
ate education. Some of the research funds 
our faculty members obtain go directly for ‘ 

| welcome this opportunity to give my graduate student support. Essentially all a 

perspective on the role of research in our research in the college involves graduate [_ 4 
college. students, and graduate student theses are a gaa 

Sometimes people who do not under- Major part of the research process. Gradu- rx 7 | - 
stand the university tell us to do less ate students thus are able to work on . og + 
research and more teaching. In fact, the real-world problems of interest to industry ys 
two are inseparable. and government, and often have access to rr 

Here are some important characteris- Complex equipment donated by industry. —_ / 
tics of our research programs: By the way, contrary to popular belief, | = 

-- Our research funds are raised by when a faculty member wins a grant, he “ss 2 | 3 

faculty initiative. In fiscal 1984-85, we had cannotuse that money to increase his own / 5 
a total college budget of nearly $38 Salary. Salaries are set by a process J 2 
million, including more than $22 million involving the | department, faculty, the te "| = 
for research. About 58 percent of that college administration, and the university YF | a 

came from federal agencies and another "° maker whettngsouree eee tones J s 
24 percent came from industry, founda- ~Research aerate wn aie = edu Dean John G. Bollinger 
tions, and individuals -- mostly from indus- cation. Some people claim there is a 
try. We received these funds, about $18 tension between research and under- fare better than many schools, but we still 
million in all, because faculty members graduate teaching, but | have always found ill be hurt. 

wrote proposals and won research con- that the work my graduate students and | Certainly some faculty members will 
tracts. did was essential to the information | apply to more agencies for funds than they 

A federal agency or a company will presented in undergraduate classrooms. did in the past. For example, our super- 

support the engineers and scientists who it Professors who work with industry and conducting energy storage program re- 
believes can produce the best results. In 80vernment on current problems have cently received a $682,000 Star Wars” 
other words, our faculty members com- much to offer undergraduates who will grant to continue its work. The program’s 
pete with their colleagues across the na- 500M 80 to work for those organizations. research could have many applications in 
tion. It is a mark of their success (and thus These are tough times for our college. civilian life, but it is also obviously of 
of their quality) that in fiscal 1984-85, this Many of you know that the state budget military interest. The continuing university 
college ranked ninth nationally in engi- Was cut his past winter, and a portion of — and college rule for such research is that it 
neering college research budgets. Only _ those cuts fell on us. New federal budget cannot be classified -- the faculty must be 
about 23 percent of our total college developments will also seriously affect us. able to publish research results. 
budget (covering all research, teaching Many agencies simply will not have as The budget cuts will have additional 
and other activities) comes from state tax much money to grant as in the past. impacts. Generally the university and our 

dollars. Because of our high-quality faculty we will college receive overhead funding when a 
faculty member wins a research grant. 
This helps pay costs associated with 

2 1 operating buildings, administering pro- 
Engineering Research Funds grams, and so on. It appears we may lose 
1984-85 Sources an a substantial part of that overhead funding. 

MEE EEO This will mean our faculty and administra- 
58% FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, $i tion will have to work harder to maintain 

42% UNIVERSITY BUDGET, bg aes Ee quality throughout our departments and 
re ea ee ee Programs. 

6% GRADUATE SCHOOL RESEARCH fice I NG BEE Zee One last point: our College of Engi- 
(includes WARF) Se ae nee eaee Bees neering is part of a university which ranks 

24% INDUSTRY, FOUNDATIONS, z SET ee third nationally in total research funding. 
INDIVIDUALS, and OTHERS i Gee OUR CEE Vn We have high-quality faculty in many 

EEN other areas at UW-Madison and they are 
NERY successful in competition for funding. This 

EEE IEEINE collection of excellence across a broad 
EE range of fields makes this the great univer- 

sity it is -- for research and teaching, for 
students and faculty. 
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Surface Mount Technology 
on ge ° ° ° 

Building better integrated circuits 

(ES dU eo GO I] 

by Jeff Molter types of packaging must be designed. EPIP Currently, the program is coordinated 
will research and develop the new tech- _ by Dr. L. Ken Keys, the director of the UW 

The Electronics Packaging and Inter- nology needed for these new packages. Instrumentation Systems Center. There is 
connection Program (EPIP) is a very Seven years ago in Japan, electronics also an executive committee of UW 
unique research program taking place at manufacturers first began to mount faculty members: Y. Austin Chang, Cam- 
the University of Wisconsin. It isa collabo- miniaturized components directly on the den A. Coberly, Marvin DeVries, Henry 
ration between the UW-College of Engi- surfaces of printed circuit boards. Surface | Guckel, Robert Lorenz, Jerry Sanders, Bela 
neering and American Electronics mounting has since been able to meet the Sandor, John Uicker and John Wiley will 
Manufacturers. EPIP will assist American demands required of VLSI chips. Surface participate on this committee with Dr. 
industry in developing new and more mounting technology (SMT) has provided _ Keys. The executive committee will deve- 
efficient ways of housing and connecting Japanese products with many advantages, lop plans and funding policies and will 
integrated circuits. such as reduced cost, increased function define the research direction of the pro- 

features, and reduced size and weight, 8fam. Through Keys their ideas will be 
over similar American-made products. To Presented to the industry sponsors, who 

Surface mounting technolo- help counteract this Japanese product will also have input into EPIP. Final 
gy will help make products advantage, the UW College of Engineering decisions on expenditures, overall pro- 
that have more function fea- has proposed that the University and gram policies, research, project topics, 
tures, are reduced in size, and high-tech industry sponsors approach this and day-to-day operations will be made by 

blem collectively. Dr. Keys with the counsel of the Executive are less costly. Pro ¥ . ! 
This program was initially proposed in committee. 

1985 and is just now being implemented. 
During its initial stages, 25 U.S. manufac- 

The standard integrated circuit pack- turers of electronics equipment were . 
age for the last 20 years has been the dual contacted as possible sponsors. On Janu- EPIP will assist American 
in-line package (DIP). The DIP is a rectan- ary 8, 1986, an SMT-Interconnection Tech- industry in developing new 
gular-shaped plastic housing with two nology workshop was held here at the and more efficient ways of 
rows of metal leads protruding from each university with participants from AT&T, housing and connecting inte- 
side. The integrated circuit is protected Bell Labs, Delco Electronics, General grated circuits. 

from the environment by this housing, and __ Electric, Honeywell, IBM, Motorola, Rock- 
is connected to the printed circuit board well International, Xerox, 3M, North 
via the metal leads. This type of package is American Phillips, Nicolet Instrument, 
in the process of being phased out, Northern Telecom, Allen-Bradley, and 
because it can not handle the very large- Cincinnati Microwave. Most of the neces- One of the major advantages of a 
scale integrated (VLSI) circuit chips that sary funding for EPIP will come from these research program such as EPIP is the 
are needed for today’s state-of-the-art companies. A few companies that did not collaboration between a number of differ- 
technology. VLSI chips can carry up to 300 attend the workshop, such as Hewlett ent departments and laboratories within 
leads, while the most a DIP can accommo- Packard, have also expressed interest in the Engineering School. The Instrumenta- 
date is 64. Therefore, new and innovative _ participating in EPIP. tion Systems Center is the hub of the entire 

technical portion of the program. It occu- 
pies a large portion of the seventh and 
eighth floors of the ERB. This is where the 
circuit design, analysis, development, and 

_ prototype fabrication for EPIP take place. 
ay UDIO TRADES There are six separate laboratories in- 
[o| volved with EPIP: I se ES SESS STDP TST -Instrumentation Systems Center SMT/ 

Specieizing in. New: Used’ Stereo Components are Interconnection Laboratory 
cee ae -Engineering Mechanics Micromechan- 

‘ en ics and Fatigue Laboratory 
BY Table and Pr Equipment Boriable Recorders a oak -Metallurgical Engineering — Solder/ Reel-to-Reel Cassette Tape Walkman and Boomboxes I (Q) & i Materials Joining Laboratory 

a -Materials Science Center Surface Anal- 
( (ss. ysis Laboratory 1430 REGENT STREET. a “Advanced Automation and Robotics 1, Laboratory 

en at HACHI© YAMAHA © CELESTION © KENWOOD BOSE © \ industrial Engineering Manufacturing © HIACHI ® YAMAHA ® CELESTION ® KENWOOD _ © BOSE ® Process Modeling Laboratory 

4 
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Currently, a six-member team of already. We've taken demonstration we're working toward a fully automated 
Manufacturing Systems graduate students boards and test components through to system, but | doubt we'll be able to plug all 
is cooperating on a project that typifies the completion. Knowledge of computer the gaps.” 
interdisciplinary flavor of EPIP. The team 
is developing a pilot production line Together, these laboratories provide 
designed to turn out SMT circuit boards. . . facilities for designing, testing, modelling, 
As part of ME 601, Industry Projects, these The full implementation of and fabricating any conceivable type of 
students are creating an industrial new electronics packaging packaging technology. EPIP should turn 
manufacturing atmosphere and cooperat- and interconnection —tech- out to be an enormously beneficial re- 
ing to solve all logistical problems behind nology in American industry search program. It deals with technology 
producing circuit boards with the new may be just around the cor- that will revolutionize the electronics 
technology. Because three of the six team ner. industry by making products that have 
members are on leave from industrial more function features, are reduced in 
positions, the team has no difficulty size, and are less costly. With the help of 
simulating reality, including realistically EPIP, the full implementation of new 
complex problems and concern for effi- science, photolithography, artwork for electronics packaging and interconnection 
ciency. According to team leader Kirk solder screening, material science, and technology in American industry may be 
Berridge, “We've had some success robotics have all been essential. Ultimately just around the corner. 
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Transatmospheric Vehicles p icl 
° 

Alternative to the space shuttle? 

EL ETI aT eo ed | I] 

. runway. Flying speeds of various TAVs between Mach 5 and Mach 10. These 
by John Szymanski will range from Mach 5 to Mach 25 (Mach _ speeds would yield a flight time from L.A. 

In wake of the space shuttle disaster, N being N times the speed of sound). to Tokyo of around two hours. However, 
the vulnerability of the program has been Initially the military will be using the craft the TAV will not be ready for commercial 
exposed. Investigating the crash, redesign- for sending payloads into orbit, but further use until the military is able to procure. 
ing the solid rocket boosters, and restruc- satisfactory working prototype, which is 
turing some of the management in Nation- expected around the year 2000. 
al Aeronautics and Space Administration The TAV could travel from j In March of 1985, eigen Et Pal 
(NASA) is going to set the program back a L.A. to Tokyo in about two signed a aust mmaneltg le develop- 
year to a year and a half. But there is an hours. mentor tne'TAVs ‘Currently the program ts 
alternative to the shuttle which has yet to in Phase II, which is the testing of compo- 
be developed: the transatmospheric vehi- nents of the craft. Phase Il should be cle (TAV). completed by 1988. Hf Phase II is a 

The TAV is a spaceplane capable of development will render it useful to air SUCCESS, Phase III, consisting of the build- 
taking off from an ordinary runway, boost- travelers. The estimated flying time be- iN and testing of a test plane, will be 
ing itself out of the atmosphere into alow tween London and Sydney, Australia initiated and = should last through 
space orbit without jettisoning away any of _ traveling at Mach 25 would be 67 minutes, 1993-1995. 
its parts, then landing back on an ordinary —_ but more realistic craft speeds are pegged (continued on 13) 

SS 

Ultrafiltration of Milk 
° ° ° ° 

Progress in Wisconsin’s cheese industry 
CEES ESE a TE] 

. proposed a method of ultrafiltering milk membranes in her graduate work. One 
by David Chew on the farm before it is transported to the had a molecular weight cutoff of 8000 - 

cheese manufacturer. This method would 10,000 grams per mole, and the other had 
eliminate much of the unwanted whey  acutoff of 3000 - 5000. 

Everyone in Wisconsin is familiar with __ that is produced. Ultrafiltration of the whole milk on the 
the license plate logo that reads, Ultrafiltration is a separation process farm as the cows are being milked has 
“America’s Dairyland.” Wisconsin utilizing a semi-permeable membrane been proposed. There are many advan- 
produces 30 percent of the nation’s which allows low molecular weight tages to this method for both the farmer 
cheese; it’s a very big business here. materials to pass through while larger and the manufacturer. 

Chemical engineering professor molecules are trapped behind. In the (continued on 17) 
Charles Hill has worked on research in the __ ultrafiltration process, pressurized milk is . 3 

dairy industry since 1967, and is now a__ forced over a polymer membrane laid out | 
member of the Cheese Research Institute, in various configurations such as a flat ee: 
Currently, he is working on an ultrafiltra- plate, a 1-inch diameter open tube, many _- = 
tion process which could revolutionize the | small diameter (100 microns) tubes, or ae . = ( 
cheese industry, both on the farm and in even a spiral-wound membrane which is fl Me 
the factory. rolled much like a jelly roll. Po ne ea 

For every pound of cheese made, nine Unlike reverse osmosis, in which only fff | 
pounds of whey are produced. Whey is Water permeates the membrane, ultrafiltra. JB a "4 4 : § 
waste water which contains solids, mainly _ tion also allows the low molecular weight we Be Ne z 
in the form of lactose and protein. Because SOlutes such as lactose and mineral nutri- > 7) Sie tial : i & 
of its high biological oxygen demand, ents to pass through, leaving behind a oo a 4 Sed 7. i = 
whey is difficult and expensive to dispose highly concentrated, protein-enriched liq- sy aN ee A} a 
of; this represents a major cost to cheese _Uid (24% solids, 9.8% protein, and 11.5% ff = | fa an 
manufacturers. Professor Hill, along with fat). The permeate is a clear liquid con- i _ 3 j { 3 
Clyde Amundson and former graduate taining no fat and a negligible amount of [—__¢aa_ ee 
student Anne Slack (both of the UW __ protein. Graduate student Anne Slack checks the filtering 
Department of Food Science) has Anne Slack actually used two different  @pparatus. 
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The Uni ity S F 
° . ogc ge 

Subject: Strategic Defense Initiative 

by Lisa Peschel Dr. Robert Bowman is president of currently a member of the Lawyers’ Al- 
the Institute for Space and Security Studies _liance for Nuclear Arms Control, which 

in Maryland. His areas of specialization will meet with the Association of Soviet 
The College of Engineering, through include high energy laser developments Lawyers on the ABM Treaty. 

the General Engineering department, is for space, development of advanced sur- Dr. Sidney Drell is the department 
offering students and others a unique _ veillance spacecraft, including radar and director and executive head of Theoretical 

opportunity to learn more about one of the __ infrared satellite systems, and develop- Physics and the Linear Accelerator Center 
most significant social, political and scien- | ment of advanced space vehicle subsys- at Stanford University. He is also co-direc- 
tific issues of our time: the Strategic tems. tor at the Stanford Center for International 
Defense Initiative program. Security and Arms Control. 

Every year a different college at the h h ibiliti Dr. George Keyworth was Science 
University of Wisconsin-Madison sponsors . at are the responsibi ities Advisor to President Reagan and Director 
the Summer Forum. It is held during the di Naefom and m iis SDI of the White House Office of Science and 
eight-week summer session as a series of arid Gu ang A the work Technology from 1981 to December, 
Tuesday night lectures, and students may calried out ont 1985. He is co-founder of Keyworth/ 
enroll for one credit. This year the Meyer International, a company specializ- 
responsibility for the Forum goes to the ing in intelligence systems. The title of his 
College of Engineering. The planning Professor George Bunn, former Dean __ lecture is ”SDI as a Tool for Managing the 
committee, chaired by General Engineer- of the UW Law School, is just finishing a — Nuclear Era.” 
ing professor Gretchen Schoff and Electri- teaching assignment at the Naval War 
cal Engineering professor Leon Shohet, College in Newport, Rhode Island. He is (continued on 16) 
considered a number of themes such as 
robotics and computers, but they consid- 
ered the SDI program to be the topic of a 
broadest significance to both students and WE 2 THE 
the public. They sought speakers who are e@ 
familiar not only with the social and 5 
political importance of SDI, but also with Sy | Eon a 
the engineering and technology that will o 
determine the feasibility of the whole ec a 7 los 
program. z it tt 

@ AEEOBOGOR 
Speakers are familiar not oS ptt am Lt 

only with the social and k k |o|5] on || 
political importance of SDI, | fo] AL || | |s| | | 
but also with the engineering and technology. Gs OF BREE 8 

By the end of the forum, attendees will Across Down 
be better informed on several aspects of 'ast-auailtycopies oasora 
the SDI:? -- What are the major compo- Scaueae Derdian 
nents of the SDI system? 12. convenient hours 3. flyers, brochures, reports 

-- Which of these are feasible? Which 14. binding 4. much, much more 
are problematic? 

-- What are the responsibilities of engi- s s@° 
neers and technologists in the SDI discus- in 0 $ 
sion and in the work carried out on it? 

-- What are the social and_ political 
implications of SDI? 1201 REGENT ST. 255-6367 

-- How is SDI viewed outside the United OPEN 24 HOURS!—FREE PARKING! 
States? rs 

Seven speakers, all renowned experts 620 UNIVERSITY AVE. 255-2679 

in) their eli aver beer elected to OPEN 'TIL MIDNIGHT MON. THRU THUR. 
discuss these issues. 
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Aerodynamically Sound 
Help for victims of vocal tract problems 

hine, the human body. The Waisman Center group came to L at macne: , ; i enter group t 
by Mary Jo Lapad That was the attitude of Assistant Farrell because of his knowledge in fluid 

a ; ____ Professor Patrick V. Farrell of the Mechani- mechanics. They wanted to understand 
Although the University of Wisconsin cal Engineering Department. When a__ the entire sound-producing process which 

does not have an undergraduate program group from the Waisman Center’s Depart- meant, among other things, understanding 
in biomedical engineering, research ment of Communicative Disorders came the mechanics of air flow through the 

projects in this field are abundant on the _ to the ME department and told Farrell what vocal tract. 
engineering campus. Engineers are apply- There are two ways to look at the 

ing their skills to everything from computer vocal tract and the production of sound 
modelling of the musculoskeletal system from an engineering standpoint. The 
to the creation of materials that can be electrical engineer looks at the vocal tract 
used with human tissue to aerodynamic The current approach is trial as an amplifier which converts pulses of air 
modelling of the vocal tract. The human and error surgery to reshape into sound, whereas the mechanical engi- 
body is the most complex engineering and rebuild the vocal tract, neer sees the vocal tract as a flexible pipe 
design there is. Applying engineering to hich oft Its i t which passes a flow of air to the mouth. 

better understand and solve the problems fo Ie 7 en) resus i in ° The electrical engineer tends to model the 

of the human body is not new, but not our or five unsuccessful surg- vocal tract as a circuit of resistors and 
until recently have doctors and engineers eries per patient. amplifiers, whereas the mechanical engi- 

truly realized the advantage of combining neer will model the same vocal tract using 

their efforts to solve medical problems. springs and dashpots. Current models 

Traditionally, medical problems have exist in both forms and many have been 

been solved by the method of trial and partially successful in simulating human 

error, and unfortunately some of that is still speech, but, due to the difficulty of 

going on today. Granted, this method has _ was currently being done for victims of simulating consonants, none have been 
made possible many important medical vocal tract deformities, Farrell thought completely successful. 
breakthroughs, but there had to be a safer there had to be a better approach. The Farrell, looking at the problem as a 
way to make advancements in medicine. current approach was trial and error mechanical engineer, believes that the 
The solution, and the trend of the future, is surgery to reshape and rebuild the vocal reason for the lack of success is not that 
to have engineers and doctors work hand _ tract, which often resulted in up to four or the assumptions that have been made for 
in hand to better understand this amazing _ five unsuccessful operations per patient. the models so far are incorrect; rather, 

| 4 : | : oO i : i 3 
‘i » a ve se se ns weedy Qo = : : ’ ] Bs 

' | | mm I 2 
<a} } J seen ens mest eemcndh al A sists onomedfemenal 2 

| = 
a . > 

. 3 “ e S . i _ 1s > i. 2 : ; 7 ’ ; “— — . a gy ’ ' ; r w 
. Qa | 8 i i i S 
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EES ne gE OU 10 RPI oO | 
a sama aa? I... sor, provides the unsteady flow. Along 
(0 — the pipe he has connected two micro- 

eee) Cl _ phones and a manometer to measure the 
| eee mq — - — a pressure gradients along the simulated 
| =e eal ao eC ee vocal tract. The sound is displayed on an 
|g fy oo _ . | oscilliscope where it can be compared to 
Le ae a ak tt _ ae ~ oo. recorded human speech. 
a SS i What happens if Farrell is correct and 
rt ere = - “| steady flow does prove to be the missing 

i. — | i 4 | CC. piece of information in modeling the vocal 
gore | pon oe |_| tract? If this is the case, Farrell’s work will, 

—_— —lCt—< — % Wid | __ inasense, have just begun and all sorts of 
. os, ee Was | j ; € 74 issues will have to be addressed. For 

| oe aa ena ON example: 
| Le oo | Soe de~ eC CSC Can the framework of the current 

: i =i Kan == model be used with only slight modifica- 
i a = tions, or would an entirely new model be 

7 | N= required? 
| _§ @> = - How much detailed fluid mechanics 

: 2S work is needed? 

| 4 Se a ieeatiggs 3 -- The proposed model will have to be 

a MMS explained to many people with very 
Professor Farrel’s assistant demonstrates the vocal tract model. limited fluid mechanics backgrounds. Will 

they be willing to accept such a model? 
they are incomplete. At first, researchers until we demonstrate some results and What are the long range implications 
tried to apply Bernoulli’s equation (a gain recognition.” of a study such as this? Many speech 
statement of the relationship between defects are simply the result of vocal tract 
internal fluid pressure and fluid velocity) to With a “shoestring budget” such as deformities. These deformities can be 
the air flow through the vocal tract. When this, the materials available for building a caused by either birth defects or accidents. 
asked why they would use an equations vocal tract model are limited. His simulat- jf engineers and doctors, working togeth- 
whose every assumption is violated, Farrell eq vocal tract at this point is nothing more er, could produce a working model of a 
responded, "They didn’t have any knowl- than a piece of pipe. On one end an air vocal tract, then trial and error surgery 
edge in fluid mechanics. They would pick tank and a model airplane engine are would be unheard of. In many cases, 
up a fluid mechanics book and use the first attached. The air tank provides the steady _ correcting the shape of the vocal tract is all 
equation they found.” When this didn’t air flow and the model airplane engine, that is required to help millions of people 
work, they concluded that it failed be- which is nothing more that a tiny compres- speak better or even speak at all. 1 
cause the air flow was unsteady 
(Bernoulli's equation requires steady 
flow). More models were then made, this 

time assuming unsteady flow, but still they : : 
were not successful in producing conso- : U ge 
nant sounds. Zr 

Farrell proposes that the reason these \ ela eed Lit Hi g Fuji 
current models are not working is because Y S as ‘ss icyCc Motobecane 
the air flow through the vocal tract has ty OO Sees Sanwa 
both steady and unsteady components. (< Cet) ) re | Ross 
Current models neglect the effect of steady IX QPRFORA cn VA Cannondale 
flow. Farrell is not certain at this point Maruishi- 
what experiments will accomplish his 

sas Si although he says he has some Mountain Bicycle Headquarters 
good ideas. 

The funding for this research is coming [ia ° Over 1000 Bicycles on display 
from the UW graduate school, but this e 
money runs out in June. When asked Large Selection of Parts 

whether he had gone to the National 1202 REGENT ST. * MADISON, WI 53715 © (608) 251-8413 
Institute of Health for funding (the NIH Monday - Saturday 10:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m Budget 
funds the Waisman Center), Farrell said, [ig 4 12) Bicycl 
“We won't see any money from the NIH_ & “ELWS ae ee & Cent 
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NASAand ew oe 

Working together to put mai Pi SU a ngtogethertoputmanonMars ts 
Coe es re 2 ee ee ee : 

ey 2 eh by Brian Grabowski Ss all ee ee — : 

| ae <c Mas’ climate and atmosphe 
aig tevebecome more 

Mars is the n tép in the sae ey me asition, but it is still far Design of a Pe table. Okygen me i 

Earth. le pening <tats ment, from ap eme cold, and an unbreathable atmos- Movement, and a Mats Versatile Roverh, 

class report for EM 569, echoes enti furth Signy urges: gt fap 
eG ee, De aaa ty aan rae 

é ‘Reroute and. Space | Admineaee’ edpeer Ml eter suck areantic nticipat- space station ee ee 
, a... (eee ee Mars. This means that nanned tips 9) 
“The ultimate goal of EM 56 Re eee Oe a os Hes tg 

eee es ee 
providing designs and plans and solving —e erent 6 ey : jing desis and pans and Sing Fm sy Teme ee ee 

» “the problems involved in such a mission. [ou “7 eens Ecce ede i ians 

Svplonibeganay belch anew ieee eA eG evi i ee 

tions of our Ow extn on Earth At _ UW-Ma isda Chencanhe. 4 ) n "of a very con Takei M siso 
present, the surface of Mars ig a barren, | Mechanics a ee Bae ee a aera a so 

frozen wastage. lie ‘alten a "suited mices programy wel ee alee! - re ett 
Planetary life However, a ne evidence | is tructures, SIE A What ap fi fea ela ek 

ints thatebeon@@time the planet did Po — COS A feasibility’ of this?~m 

contain Sieg tania vith | — ma a ae e nt 6 che 7 
lowing rivers, lakes, and possibly life. LN \ of Uap 2% the NASA program and the / 

Why is ee Mae unjg@ue tbs > \ Z| he en te = saster? “Thomson 6 eulat 4 

among NASA projects? With an’ 8-n jonth rt ERI econ be Pe ene : a Al 
travel distance from Earth, Ma sprovidesa. Se ES Sates HS age pote nthe NASA edule | | 
challenge to man unlike any other space >. oe ll et challenget accident: In the 
project. For the first time in space, man tes acrass the cou git several universi-\/008-run | wer, he imetable of Mars. « 
would be unable to make an emergency _ i across he country. Each university i g Mission shou Meas gfe ie . ae 7 . earching a diffe rout aspec tof as ae s a _ oo Beha < 6 

__2 Solon the Mars Project Memaciiew) {Tah an \ Wag Dek Ys 
kh ae caer nary developer and an fi. Ce ne i “a cate 
a. the UW Mars 4 UW = ori a Ex 4 Sy eee ar 

fh Madison’ frgineering Mechanics » pro- ~ Mars. may hold nWeoe od ee ad 

a gram is bebt suited for designing Martian | questions of Our -own exist <= 
mission to Mars would [Mm  structures. Other NA ‘projects consi der | encd in Each gf hs “a have to provide life suehan A problems wit affvone emohdaa orf? ] enceon Earth, « ON Ee 
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knowledge. This helps to keep the overall classes are available in the EM department A trip to Mars is by no means “just 

progress of the class moving forward which deal with similar topics but are not around the corner” in NASA’s future 

rather than re-solving old problems en- limited to EM students. Next fall EM699,a plans. Many problems of the mission will 

countered by a previous class. Special Topics course, will deal with a not be solved until unmanned missions to 

At the present time EM 569 is a_ lunar-related project topic. Local industry, | Mars are completed and some technologi- 

required course in the Engineering Me- specifically the Astronautics Co. of Madi- cal advances are achieved. However, 

chanics curriculum, one of the smaller son, has also expressed interest in Mars seems to be a definite goal in the 

engineering programs on campus. It is the developing some type of work on a years to come. It also seems definite that 

second ina series of courses involved with NASA-related course. Hopefully, this will | UW-Madison will be a part of that future 

EM design. Unfortunately, only EM stu- result in future “space engineering” and, hopefully, the work of today’s EM 569 

dents can enroll for the course. However, classes in the engineering curriculum. classes will be part of future missions. 

me 

oe 

(continued from 6) former science adviser to the President, Defense Initiative program, because a 
George Keyworth II, said that he is sure the tenfold reduction of current costs has to be 

Lana Couch, NASA’s manager of the plane would reduce the cost of carrying made to be within current budget limits. 

aerospace plane program, said that three cargo by a factor of five, if not 100. This Less costly trips to space could help cut 

critical technologies have come together: could be very important to the Strategic expenses significantly. 0 
advances in air-breathing propulsion (the 
scramjet engine), the creation of light heat , 

resistant materials, and recent _advance- 
ments in computing power. Preliminary _ 

designs indicate that much of the aircraft | So You’ve Made It Through _ 

must work interactively. For example, the __ 

cryogenic fuel liquid hydrogen will be | Four Years...Now What??? _ 
pumped underneath the skinto be used as _ 

a coolant. The entire bottom of the plane a A new job, a new city, and for the first time a need to make _ 

will be shaped as an air intake funnel. __| serious financial decisions. 

Because of this interaction, one change We are specialists just like you. Our expertise is in assisting 

affects many others in the design process. _ young professionals in the myriad of financial decisions they 

"The whole thing is a massive thermody- face. . 

namic computation. You really couldn’t | Our job is to streamline and disseminate information for our _ 

do it without supercomputers,” says one = |_— clients, define goals and set forth a strategy to attain those S 
expert at the Defense Advanced Research goals. S 

Agency (DARPA). e r ; ; 5 . - 
Resource Financial Group is a total financial planning : 

Experts say that the propulsion system organization specializing in work with engineering - 

is the most important area of concern. professionals. Currently we work with more than 2,000 : 

NASA has been testing scramjets (super- | engineers nationwide. 

sonic ramjets) for the past three years and | The direction you take this year will lay the groundwork for / 

has only been able to obtain a speed of || the next forty. Take the first step in attaining your goals — 

Mach 7. A ramjet is an engine which relies call us. 

on its sence to provide the needed Contact Thomas A. Haunty, Robert T. Conrardy or 

coribustion, an en Cee _ | William R. Casey CFP for a free, no obligation initial consultation, > 

which uses turbines to create the compres- | Say 4 

sion and heat. A scramjet does what a | Resource Financial Group _ 

ramjet does, but faster. Aside from the RFG One Landmark Place, Suite 310 

workings of the scramjet, NASA and —_— 2901 West Beltline Hwy. - 

DARPA are faced with the problem that a oo Madison, WI 53713 2 

scramjet does not work until it is traveling 7 AEE. (608) 271-9100 L 

Snax 4 (twice the speed of the Securities Offered Through Consolidated Resources, Inc. Member NASD,SIPC . 

se ae 
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The Art of Procrastination rocrastinati 

CS EE a EF TE 

by Lisa Peschel > 

“Never put off until tomorrow what ) ,. 4 D you can put off until the day after 7s A \ tomorrow.” 4 ; ce 
oo 

-- Mark Twain 

N Got something BIG due on a ; i Don’t worry about it. Some of people’s a Ce os mere 
best work is done under the thrill of a "> |. — ‘ ae = of | ae 
deadline; almost every college student can ‘ — «¢« it | en ee at tell stories about hellish all-nighters that _ wae . 4 
resulted in pretty decent papers. But if ay A = . , FF 
you're one of those people who always flag] a oS < _ «= | has papers done a week ahead of time, a : Se 
who's always three classes ahead on the [2 0) i” _— le i assignment syllabus, help is on the way: if be i A ee oe 
you can force yourself to put your project | _ _ eee A 7) 2 — =—=—hLhUhvTTL 
off until the weekend, you too can join the ry _ hw ert Sw ey a 
illustrious ranks of that special breed |g 9 9 ua _  * called the procrastinators. Just follow |i 4 7 eo  rrlrlhleeerrL eel eeeti‘“‘*LL |e these simple hour-by-hour instructions. , ~_ 2 oo [ 5 

SATURDAY i r—“‘“‘COCéCTZCCOC*C*C _ Fae 11:00 a.m.-Wakeup. Asthesunshines | 9° oe lr w in your window, roll over sleepily and - eee cc LG 
smile. Ah, Saturday... . All of a sudden All the necessary equipment for an all-nighter. 
you remember. Oh rats. You've got a 
paper due on Monday. Dive back under — when you're sweaty. Take another show- SUNDAY 
the blankets and sleep for at least two er. 1:00 p.m. - Wake up with a headache as 
more hours. 5:00 p.m. - Sit down at your desk again, big as Elroy’s expense account. Oops. It 

1:00 p.m. - Wake up again. Get out of — awake, clean, dressed, and ready to work. was such a good party that you kind of 
bed and take a very long shower. Dress in Your roommates come in and tell you that forgot to go home early. Get up and take 
comfortable study-type clothes. onions are brain food and you'd better go some Alka-Seltzer. Scrape the fuzz off your 

out and get a gyro with them. tongue. 
6:30 p.m. - Return home. Brush your 2:00 p.m. - As long as you are having 

teeth and use mouthwash. Hope that you lunch, you don’t have to start your paper. 
don’t burn holes in your paper with your _ Eat for two hours. 

Got something BIG due on breath. Decide to do a little other home- 4:00 p.m. - As long as you are in the 
Monday? Don’t worry about work first, just to get yourself in that old shower, you don’t have to start your 

it. studyin’ mood. paper. Shower until the hot water runs 
7:30 p.m. - Phone rings. It’s one of your — out. 

old dorm floormates. Butch, your legend- 4:45 p.m. - Boy, is your room a mess. 
ary next-room neighbor, is having a party Pick up all the junk on the floor. Wonder 
for 80 or 90 of his closest friends. Remi- why you bought a carpet; you never get to 

12:00 p.m. - You've heard that fish is  nisce fondly about the time the three of see it anyway. Find a letter from your 
brain food. Eat two cans of tuna for lunch. you took a hair dryer and a box of baby mom. Write back to her. Hope she 
Go upstairs; sit down at your desk. You're powder and turned your creepy doesn’t die of surprise. 
still kind of tired and a little out of it; better housefellow’s room into a talcum winter 5:30 p.m. - Okay, this is it. Sit down at go out and get some fresh air and exercise. wonderland. Say you'll meet him there in desk, pen in hand, no ideas in brain. Your 
Go play basketball with your roommates. half an hour. Swear to yourself that you'll stomach makes a lonely noise at you -- 

4:00 p.m. - Come back. Sit down at your come home early, go to bed, and get up at Hallelujah, saved by the growl. Eat sup- 
desk again. Discover that it’s hard to think 8 a.m. to start working. per. Slowly. 
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7:00 p.m. - Amazing Stories is on. It only 1:00 p.m. - On your mark, get set, sprint |Peseeeeeeneesnseseay 
lasts for half an hour. Think about how _ toclass. a a 
much cash the network payed Spielberg to 5 . BS 
do the show. You might as well help them 1:19 p.m. - Arrive at class and hand ins ATTENTION a 

get their money's worth. paper. Listen to lecture for ten minutes. a 

7:30 p.m. - Time for Alfred Hitchcock. Fall sound asleep, sitting straight up in s When you graduate . . . a 
Maybe if you watch it, it will scare some YOUr chair. Have a really wild dream B Take a little bit of Wisconsin @ 
ideas into your brain. about getting an A plus on your paper. gw with you! 2 

Be dll ca - Tear yourselt pear fom he See? It’s easy. Just think of all you'll . ; Subcriptions to the Wiscon- a 

and sit down at your des again. Thin get out of the experience: terrible coffee gy sin Engineer magazine are inex- @ 
about the situation. You don't want tO breath, terminally bloodshot eyes and gj Pensive, and they're a great way . 

eg eet cour ee ee Ke ee ths fingernails bitten down to the knuckles. ™@ to to keep up-to-date on new gq 
eoee orth c i ot! ha : Caine the Or You'll also get a clean room, lots of M developments in the College of @ 

en Dy il ith hor Saar fe Pa exercise, maybe even a letter with a big 4 Engineering (not to mention @ 
per. Do all other homework for the next check in it from your mom. Even if you Madison college life in general)! 
week d aifin th ivllstill me IF d Mu = a lon’t enjoy yourself in the process, it'll still @ you're graduating in May and gy 
cae an - Better ee Ae be worth it because you'll feel great when = would like to receive your first @ 
he en Ife isan ee Ind oF Buy; — you're finally done. It’s kind of like bang- @ issue in July, just fill out the form @ 
Seek a eee Sh i ing you head against the wall: it feels : below and put it in the Wisconsin _@ 

pencils. Get new cup of cotiee crew soo0000 good when you stop. [1 Engineer mailbox (Mechanical 7 

bulb in desk lamp. Get big pile of fresh 7 Engineering Building Lobby, far a 
paper. Work for ten minutes. Fall asleep a right column of boxes) along with 2 
face down in notebook. @ = acheck for the proper amount. gy 

1:00 a.m. - Wake up half hour later with ® You'll be glad you did! a 
spiral binder print on your nose. Give up ATTENTION H a 
and go to bed. Set alarm for 5 a.m. You'll a . 
finish it in the morning. Do you own a TI-55 Il calculator? If @ -- I'd like to subscribe for ONE | @ 

so, you can get a brand new calculator : year. (5 issues) a 
absolutely free! Due to faulty circuit gy 1 enclose $10.00. . 
boards, Texas Instruments is recalling that @ a 

; model. If you call the company toll free at @ I'd. like ‘ a = t b: 
As long as yeu are having 1-800-842-2737 and tell them the serial @ ' ° fu scribe for a 
lunch, you don’t have to start b ‘ iciil “ W@ | THREE years. (15 issues) a 
your paper. Eat for two hours. number of your calculator, they will | enclose $28.00. a 

replace it with a TI-55 Ill. What a deal -- : a 

and you can’t beat the price! BERBER SESEERRR peeeeeedl 

MONDAY ea 
5:00 a.m. - Alarm goes off. Bahahahaha. [2 THE GRABBER: Seated 

Joke, right? Turn it off and go back to & GRABBER Serie, reo ! 
sleep. Smoked Turkey Penh twedtotorcad =f 

8:00 a.m. - Wake up; look at the clock. ony TPR Ree ce \ 
The adrenaline of panic begins to flow ' Sree aed ats RE ae a ‘ 
through your veins. Call in sick to work. me irom ot AONE Sager I | 
Say you have leprosy or the plague or eamae | " — ~ wee | 

anything that sounds very painful and very | UN Airers agi 
contagious. Have a Twinkie and coffee for | ae 
breakfast. i $1 15 includes drink & taxt CELLAR { 

8:30 a.m. - Sit down at desk. Ideas flow $ Regular$2.42 Lage ah 
through your head on a wave of sugar and { with coupon only 
caffeine. Start writing. ' Benen am 8 Ul pas: 

11:00 a.m. - Now comes the hard part: ' peenennicnies 543 State Street 
typing. Say a prayer to the great god {___couron.----------- 2 
White-Out. 
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4 UW Students vs. Industry’s Problems 

by Nick Denissen rola vee ve exparence of working on projects related mosily to force sensors 
real industrial problems, and industry and pressure transducers which are used 

The Wisconsin Center for Applied benefits from WCAM’s research without _ in instrumentation systems. They do get 
Microelectronics (WCAM) is a research having to support its own facility. involved in designing and _ fabricating 
facility for electrical and computer engi- A graduate student is currently design- — N-channel microprocessor components 
neers and applied math and science ing a new chip for Ray-O-Vac at WCAM. and CMOS gate arrays. Graduate 
Bal Met teary Students pausenae nae students’ projects involve chip design and 

: was set up in yy the mask fabrication. 
Electrical and Computer Engineering If you are interested on working on 
department and it is housed at 1410 At the undergraduate level, these one of projects, contact the direc. 
Johnson Drive. It gives students an oppor- students are working on the tor of the Center, Professor Henry Guckel 
tunity to apply their knowledge of elec- largest chip that the Universi- (Electrical and Computer Engineering). 
troniasin an industriel sting by working ty has ever built. Mr. Dave Jones, a specialist who works 

pescntatiges Ogether ‘with company: fe- with the center’s microprocessors, may 
P a also be of assistance. 0 

The chip is a battery monitor, and the oe ee ee 
. center has run into problems with its weaM ee students jan power source. The chip must be sensitive (continued from 7) 

esa d ty, fe one y tet to small voltage changes. Therefore, unlike | , 
MOWIEERE: OF SISCtronics: im other chips, it cannot manipulate only the Dr. Henry Kolm is founder of MIT's 

an industrial setting. standard five volts. It must be able to use a National Magnet Laboratory and several 
power source of varying voltage. Howev- industrial firms. He specializes in electro- 

er, as soon as this problem is overcome, agnetic launchers. . 
the chip will be finished. Dr. Roy SE sat - served in a 

ele . . al capacities within the University of 
Ten companies from the private sector This is not the only project being ifornia’ i 

are involved ‘n this program. The compa- Worked on at the center. At the under- ee ee tare pinsialn 
nies that sponsor WCAM are then able to graduate level, students are working on in the field of nuclear weapons feeearch 
use this facility for research applicable to the largest chip that the University has ever and development and in the X-ray laser 
them; they request WCAM to run diagnos- _ built. It is a data manager for sensor input. program. 

tic tests on faulty equipment, make im- The chip’s architecture is ten times as Dr. Gerald Yonas is Chief Scientist and 
provements on existing equipment, and — complex as most chips. the Acting Deputy Director of the Strategic 
study the feasibility of new product ideas. Once these projects are completed, Defense Initiative Organization. His spe- 
This cooperation is beneficial to both — others will be chosen from 50 new project ialties are the development and applica- 
parties. The students and the University ideas. Undergraduate students work on tion of intense electron and ion beams, 

high power microwaves, lasers, high den- 
sity plasma, radiation sources, and energy 

SEE RFCCRERRS BER RRR RECS REE eee inversion devi ‘ a Bm conversion devices. 
B a Don Woolston, General Engineering 
a @ Adjunct Assistant Professor, will lead the 
BS ® course. “I’m hoping to be pleasantly 
‘ . surprised by the large number of engineer- 

This Coupon came from the ing students who enroll in the course,” 
' 7 a a said Professor Woolston. ”! should think 
a April issue @ that considering both social and technical 
a ot ® aspects of a problem presents a challenge 
. a that many engineering students would like 

: WISCONSIN ENGINEER B toaccept.” | 
a . a Don’t miss the chance to learn about 
a Magazine. ® this critical issue from the people who are 
a ® most qualified to speak about it. To enroll, 
a ® students should sign up for General Engi- 
: : neering 410-690-2. Lectures are open free 
a @ tothe public and they will be recorded by 

GB 88S ROSS ROR R ESP SSR EPR RB eee R RBBB esB WHA forradioand/oriv.0 
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(continued from 6) the cheese production is greatly reduced. tration: politics. The concentrate which 
The permeate produced by ultrafiltra- will be shipped to the market cannot be 

The benefits for the farmer result from tion contains water, lactose, and mineral labeled as milk, so a new system of 

a reduction in the fluid volume and nutrients. It can be used to feed the payment and pricing, based perhaps on fat 
weight. Much of the water is filtered out, animals on the farm. and protein content per pound of concen- 
so his refrigeration and transportation A follow-up economic study has been trate, needs to be established. Currently, 
costs are substantially lowered. The performed which shows that, for a farm — ultrafiltered skim milk is being used in 
manufacturer also benefits from the re- with a herd of more than 100 cattle, cottage cheese production, so progress is 
duced volume which lowers the refrigera- definite economic advantages are realized _ being made. Stricter environmental regu- 
tion, pasturization, and cooking energy _ by the farmer because of reduced refriger- _ lations will also encourage many manufac- 
costs, while at the same time increasing ation and hauling costs. turers to buy the ultrafiltered concentrate 
storage capacity and production rates. In Professor Hill is quick to point outone in order to increase the quality of the 
addition, the amount of whey produced in _ of the problems with implementing ultrafil- cheese plant effluent. 0 
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IF YOU HAVEN’T CAUGHT IT YET — 

LOOK US OVER, WE’RE SUREYOU WILL! 

Where else in Madison can you 
celebrate summer every day? 
Enjoy a midnight movie in our Pe S 
large screen TV lounge. Learn 4 EN ww BN ~~ 

to jig at our Hoedown or feast at AY ae by SY \, 
a Hawaiian luau. Fitness buffs (a VA N cs SN 

can join an aerobics class, run ry HEN xy 
with the jogging club or row, lift df ) es G : 

and bike in our fitness center. y @ é 

REGENT MANIA — IT’S CONTAGIOUS! ry 3] 

Summer Rates 4 4 1‘ ES 

Four Person Apt. a 8 
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B.S. in Engineering 
Freshman 
Work Hard! 

A great future 
can be yours. 

ie Poor No Sophomore You’re No Engineer 
Cl Grades? 

jasses 

No 

Yes 

Drink 
Go to Business and School Carouse? 

More 

Work Yes 

Add one year 

for graduation. 

Pass 

ms and Calculus? 

Change 
your 

No major? Tired 
of 

Studying? 
No Have 

a girl? Have 
acar? 

a doctor Senior Year 

H 
Drink more ehough %, 
beer hours to]. Job 

raduate? o No Bete 
2 Offer ? 

Yes 7 

Go to work 
Graduate 

—Reprint from USC Engineer 
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PTT TT - 

| PL TTT TT tt Crossword YL 
a LT | TT oe 
rt TT eT eT 

Puzzle Zanes 8 88 
PTT tt 

LL ee ee | 
| | | ee 
PL | | ee oe i ee | | 

ee a | | 
Across CET TT TO | 
1, Dotted with a unit vector gives rity | ff ft |_| Py eet ft 

eee lela tL 
5. Give ad ie AetBrancltened? ry TT | 
7.D ether and ethanol are? 

8. He dees the public physics demo eT Te T T_T Tey ft fl if] | 

TO iF it’s green it’s bio.,if it ey Tit Tey tT Te ert dy hl | | | ft | 

ieee ee ee 
integral.First word only. || il || 

12. Co-editor of the WE who doesn’t 
moonlight for the Badger Herald. | | 

. ization f lI i i sere or college engineering | || ; | || | | | | || | | | 

14. ast i WE is hosting 4/10-12/86 . 
15.L .F. con. 

48, Coredior oA EG oil mt be a Wied Beco Glotinennt det on the OT ean en He eodlfbsences, 
‘ fee as i f 3/13/86 in Madison. 27. Energy is always... _ 17, Not superimposable upon its mirror S enisennd ig this Sort of wave 4 Fe tale of charge 

image. 21. EIR. 32. Devi d to slow down th 

3 race Baers funn nd» 22 youn re ah pgs : ut a char; ject, ‘ 
eo Causes you to stay up later than you vie do ee get? it actually is, i.e. the shower or the bed 

usually would to study. 24. The type of wave you get when you _ sheets...You get the idea. 
25. Twist wave. 
28. A pair of mirror image molecules 

(non-superimposable). | 

. Cl f i df t pushing "" BROB’S COPY SHOP, INC. 
30. Used to store charge. i 

Campus West Side Location DOWN 

OO 56 University Square Parkwood Mall 
2. Used to max or min a function 257-4536 6640 Mineral Point Road 

subjected to a constraint function,use first 833-9411 

word oy Beet 1314 West Johnson 

Randall Tower COPY FOR CLASSES 
251-2936 Thesis - Legal Briefs - Resumes 
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/ The College of Engineering offered a new course this semester: MEQ00, Automotive Design for Business Majors. ”How’s it 
going?” you ask. Well, the first group project was made public last week. by Gary Webster 
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ISN'T IT TIME FOR THE AUTOMOBILE ENTHUSIAST OF AMERICA 

TO CONFRONT THE MYOPIC SUPPORTERS OF THE MOST IGNORED, 

ILL CONCEIVED, TRAFFIC LAW EVER TO PLAGUE OUR NATION'S 

HIGHWAYS? IF YOU'RE TIRED OF THE LEGALIZED HARASSMENT, 

THEFT OF YOUR TIME AND DRIVING ENJOYMENT, FIGHT BACK! 

JOIN THE CITIZENS COALITION FOR RATIONAL TRAFFIC LAWS. 

THE CCRTL IS THE ONLY NATIONAL ORGANIZATION EXPRESSLY 

DEDICATED TO THE REPEAL OF THE 55 MPH NATIONAL MAXIMUM 

SPEED LIMIT. IN FOUR YEARS WE HAVE TAKEN WHAT WAS 

CONSIDERED BY MANY A HOPELESS CAUSE AND CREATED A 

CLIMATE WHERE NO LONGER IS THE QUESTION "WILL "55" BE 

REPEALED?", BUT RATHER, "WHEN WILL "55" BE REPEALED?" 

WE NEED YOUR SUPPORT. JOIN TODAY! 

(I£ you would like a sample newsletter, send your re- 
quest & SASE to the address on membership application) 

fl a= MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 
IR Citizens’ Coalition for Rational Traffic Laws, Inc. 
| 6678 Pertzborn Road, Dane, WI 53529 

YES, | Want to Support the ‘‘Coalition”’ in its Fight to Repeal ‘Mandatory 55!”’ 

*MEMBERSHIP CATEGORIES (Please check one): 

“Each member receives a bumper sticker, @) sticker Individual Membership $15.00 ____ 

and will receive our quarterly newsletter Family Membership $25.00 = 

Please make checks payable to: CCRTL, 6678 Pertzborn Road, Dane, WI 53529 Business or Organization Membership $50.00 ___ 

EIN 

OSES se es _ Repeal 55 at $2.00 each $ _ 

City a @) Stickers at $1.00 each $ 

se AID es NON Na 

CMa alair pulsar ucaanisarse changed joa TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED: $ 
VISA U MasterCard 

| do not wish to join the "Coalition" at this time but would like to 

Credit Card No. Expiration Date make a donation toward your efforts. 

Signature a —_——. $10.00 $20.00 $30.00 $
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ea Mark Simmons, Syracuse University @4, Edison Engineer, GE Spacecraft Operations 

capacity to design more powerful, Fifth generation computers that build 

D . E a , more accommodating chips. on the astonishing speed and capacity 

CSign an Xpan Ing ; of chips taking shape today. Plus start- 
. Consider some recent GE develop- ling ideas still in the minds of our 

Universe On the ments. Our custom-designed engineers. 
zi . Graphics Array Processor converts 

Ultim a te C hip massive amounts of information into If you're drawn to the challenges of 

simulated 3-D images. With far less microelectronic design, you should 
, . . time and expense than conventional have designs on us. At GE locations 

At todays GE, young engineers like computers require. throughout the USA, we design, 
Mark Simmons are pushing micro- manufacture, use and explore 
electronics to the limit, and beyond. Or GE's Advanced Very Large Scale breakthrough applications in micro- 
In design applications that take them Integrated Circuits. With feature sizes electronics. 
from the ocean floor to the automated —_a hundred times smaller than a 
factory to outer space. human hair. Come contemplate the infinite 

c | . , 1 . oy universe. Flex your gray matter with 
2 . With each breakthrough, an amazing — What's our “electronic blueprint” for the great minds at GE. 
8 @ revolution takes place. As each new the future? Solar energy chips that 

S 3 8| GE chip design multiplies micro- power their own intelligence and pave 
o 2 = 5 processor Capacity, SO grows our the way for deep space exploration. h f y ou can dream / t ci e8 you can do it. 
egase 
ow ge & 

zZ5a20 General Electric is an equal opportunity employer. » A registered trademark of General Electric Company. ®
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